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American Energies
How Our Resources Shape the Stories We Tell

Lecture and Discussion

“Flows of energy do work and also cause all kinds of activities not ordinarily 
thought of as work, such as the enjoyment of beauty and the feeling of love.” 

            – Howard T. and Elizabeth C. Odum
     Energy Basis for Man and Nature (1976)

Thursday, July 7                                                 
Matthew Pangborn
GCSU Professor and Chair of English 
The Rock House
5:00 p.m. Cocktails
5:30 p.m. Program
$5.00 per person
Reservations begin 1 p.m. June 7

Russia’s recent invasion of Ukraine and the resulting disruption of global 
energy supplies has brought an intensity of attention to the subject perhaps 

not previously seen since the “oil shocks” of the 1970s.  But the truth is that 
the influence of our energy resources is always with us.  Energy is never just a 
physical process or collection of materials put to use—it is always a force that 
is actively shaping us.  This is true whether we are thinking of our accustomed 
ability to call on the equivalent of nearly 100 “energy slaves” at any moment 
of the day and night, or whether we are discussing our assumptions about what 
direction history is supposed to take.  This talk will explore the energy history of 
the United States as it relates to works of literature and film, as those works of 
creative artists have constructed images of an empowered present but also asked 
questions about an uncertain future.  Texts will vary widely from Sarah Kemble 
Knight’s Private Journal of 1704-1705 to George A. Romero’s landmark 1968 
film, Night of the Living Dead, with perhaps some film noir and Henry David 
Thoreau in between.

Matthew Pangborn is a professor and chair of English at Georgia College 
and State University in Milledgeville, Georgia.  He has published many 

articles on issues of energy in literature and film, and his book, Enlightenment 
Orientalism in the American Mind, 1770-1807, examines the importance of the 
fictional accounts of “Eastern” narrators to Americans’ figuration of their own 
energy ascent.  His lecture is an excerpt from his current book project, tentatively 
entitled, “Thinking Through Energy Decline (in Pictures from an Apocalyptic Age).”
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The Coming Spider Invasion of Reynolds
What You Need to Know About Joro Spiders

Lecture and Discussion

In 2013, a non-native spider was discovered in Northeast Georgia and 
has been spreading rapidly since. The Joro Spider is native to East Asia and is 
a very large and striking orb-weaver that builds exceptionally large and strong 

webs, often in backyards. Based on its current rate of spread, this spider 
will likely arrive in the Reynolds area in summer 2022. Should you be 

worried, or is this a welcome visitor?

Wednesday, July 13                                                 
Andy Davis, Research Scientist
UGA Odum School of Ecology
The Rock House
5:00 p.m. Cocktails
5:30 p.m. Program
$5.00 per person
Reservations begin 1 p.m. June 13

The peaceful serenity of the Reynolds Lake 
Oconee will forever be changed by the arrival 

of the joro spider, and I predict that will happen 
this summer or fall. In the Athens and Atlanta 
areas, these spiders are already everywhere 
in the summer, on porches, street poles, and 
importantly, covering woodland trails. Their 
arrival has drawn the attention of national 
media, with recent reports from CNN, Fox, ABC, 
National Geographic, and more. What makes 
them so striking is their large size (covering a 
human palm) and their huge webs (3-4 feet 
across), and, the fact that they will readily 
colonize backyards, porches, and gardens. 
Research on these spiders is only just beginning, 
and in my lab, I have conducted two of the 
earliest studies of their physiology and behavior. This lecture will describe these 
studies, including what is known about the joro, and what you need to know 
about them before they arrive!

Andy Davis is a research scientist at the Odum School of Ecology. Andy has 
been a scientist for 20+ years and has studied subjects ranging from bird 

migration to monarch butterflies, beetle parasites, and now joro spiders. Andy’s 
lab focuses most on how animal physiologies and appearances are shaped by 
their environment and lifestyles. While Andy is not a spider biologist by training, 
Andy’s backyard in Athens is now home to 100+ joro spiders, and so he had no 
choice but to begin studying them!
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Borges and the Literary Marketplace
How Editorial Practices Shaped Cosmopolitan Reading 

Lecture and Discussion

Monday, July 18                                              
Nora Benedict, Assistant Professor of Spanish and Digital Humanities
UGA Department of Romance Languages
The Rock House
5:00 p.m. Cocktails
5:30 p.m. Program 
$5.00 per person
Reservations begin 1 p.m. June 17 

Jorge Luis Borges (1899–1986) stands out as one of the most widely regarded 
and inventive authors in world literature. Yet the details of his employment 

history throughout the early part of the twentieth century, which foreground his 
efforts to develop a worldly reading public, have received scant critical attention. 
From librarian and cataloguer to editor and publisher, this writer emerges as 
entrenched in the physical minutiae and social implications of the international 
book world. Drawing on years of archival research coupled with bibliographical 
analysis, Nora Benedict explains how Borges’s more general involvement in the 
publishing industry influenced not only his formation as a writer but also global 
book markets and reading practices in world literature. In this way, she tells the 
story of Borges’s profound efforts to revolutionize and revitalize literature in 
Latin America through his varying jobs in the publishing industry.

Nora Benedict is an Assistant Professor of Spanish and Digital Humanities at 
the University of Georgia. Her research centers on Latin American literature 

and book history. Prior to arriving in Athens, she was a postdoctoral research 
associate in the Center for Digital Humanities at Princeton University. She holds 
a Ph.D. in Spanish literature from the University of Virginia, an M.A. in Spanish 
literature from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and a B.A. in Spanish, 
English, and Art History from Loyola University Maryland.
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The Georgia Sirens
Prelude Dinner and Concert

Monday, July 25                                                
The Georgia Sirens
The Rock House
6:30 p.m. Cocktails, Prelude Dinner, and Concert 
$64.00 per person
Reservations begin 1 p.m. June 24

Prelude Dinner Menu
First Plate

Watermelon and Tomato Salad, Arugula, Marcona Almonds
Goat Cheese, Basil, Sherry Vinaigrette

Main Plate
Roasted Corvina, Peas Risotta, Preserved Lemon and Parsley Salad

Pastry
Chocolate Lava Cake, Vanilla Ice Cream

Vocalese, vocal agility, vocal 
eclecticism, vocal excellence – 

that’s what you’ll get when you hear 
The Georgia Sirens. In 2018, The 
Sirens coalesced into a group after 
a ‘Georgia Women of Song’ show 
at The Foundry in Athens brought 
together four versatile and talented 
singer-songwriters – Maggie Hunter, 
Susan Staley, Marty Winkler, and SJ 
Ursrey. They tried not to be an actual band but popular demand said otherwise. 
Their subsequent 2019 show in Athens left a packed house begging for more of 
the foursome’s lively stylings of folk songs, classic pop, jazz, gospel, and original 
tunes. Everything from hits by Etta James and Sam Cooke to Fever and Wade in 
the Water to soaring songs written by each Georgia Siren and sung in harmony 
by all. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll sing along. This is a night you won’t want 
to miss.

Maggie Hunter appeared on NPR's Mountain Stage with the bluegrass band 
The Warblers. She sings with the vocal showcase group The Solstice Sisters, 

and she is the host of WUGA's weekly radio show ‘Just Folks.’ Susan Staley 
sings and plays in the popular early jazz-styled band The Hobohemians, in the 
old-time fiddle band String Theory, and in The Solstice Sisters. She has hosted 
the Athens Folk Music and Dance Society's music variety show ‘The Hoot’ for 
many years. Marty Winkler is an Athens transplant from Nebraska by way of 
Minneapolis and New York. Her eclectic songwriting and four-octave vocalizing 
encompass jazz, pop, Americana, and cabaret. SJ Ursrey has also graced The 
Mountain Stage. She is a classically trained vocalist and multi-instrumentalist 
whose diverse background in opera, jazz, folk, pop, and rock shines in the vast 
range of material presented by The Georgia Sirens.



English Proverb

“from little acorns                         mighty oaks do grow”
An old English proverb –“from little acorns mighty oaks do grow”– reminds us 
that little seeds mature into mighty generations. Similarly, our knowledge and 
intellect are strengthened by the seeds of cultural experience. At Reynolds 
Lake Oconee, we have chosen the acorn to represent the seeds of our cultural 
experience. The acorn is the fruit of Georgia’s state tree, the Live Oak, and offers 
much symbolism as we prepare an exciting series of programs to entertain and 
enlighten you. The Linger Longer Living cultural lifestyle programs combine 
the best of visual and performing arts (including exhibitions, music, lectures, and 
instruction) with a uniquely diverse audience to create an unparalleled cultural 
experience for the South’s Premier Golfing and Lakeside Destination. Grow 
wise and experience this season of Living.

Join us for an educational and 
entertaining experience with the 
Linger Longer Living series.
To register for these events, please 
contact Reynolds Concierge at 
706.467.1111.

Marie Garrison
Arts & Cultural Director

Reynolds Lake Oconee
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